Residual and intentional n-type doping of ZnO thin films grown by metal-organic vapor phase epitaxy on sapphire and ZnO substrates J. Appl. Phys. 115, 113508 (2014) In this study, the authors investigate the evolution of the structural and electrical properties of ZnO epilayers grown by the metal-organic chemical vapor deposition method on c-sapphire substrates. The inserting of a low-temperature ZnO buffer layer not only significantly improves the structural quality of the high-temperature ͑HT͒-grown ZnO epilayer on a sapphire substrate but also results in high background electron concentration in it from the Hall-effect measurement. After subtracting the conductive contribution from a thin degenerated layer mostly formed between the buffer layer and the substrate based on the two-layer model, the deduced electron-carrier concentration is still in the order of 10 18 cm −3 , which is much larger than the 10 16 cm −3 obtained from capacitance-voltage measurement near the top surface. This indicates that a much thicker layer with high carrier concentration should be formed in the HT-grown ZnO epilayer, which is significantly different from that observed in GaN epitaxy, where only a thin degenerated interfacial layer is suggested to form in the GaN buffer layer. Al atoms' distribution acquired from secondary-ion mass spectrometry shows a strong dependence on the temperature of the ZnO growth process, indicating that a thermally enhanced diffusion mechanism should be responsible for the observation of the enhanced Al atom concentration in the HT-grown ZnO epilayer. As substituted Al atoms on the Zn site act as donors in ZnO, the one-to-one correspondence between Al content and the carrier concentration, as well as the analysis of temperature-dependent Hall-effect measurement, indicates that diffusion-induced gradient-distributed Al Zn shallow donors should be the main origin of the high background-carrier concentration in the HT-grown ZnO epilayers.
I. INTRODUCTION
A high-temperature ͑HT͒ process ͑1000°C or higher͒ is believed to be a critical factor in growing high-quality widebandgap semiconductor epilayers, such as GaN, by a commercial metal-organic chemical vapor deposition ͑MOCVD͒ system. 1,2 In the previous standard fabrication process of GaN, the growth of a low-temperature ͑LT͒ buffer layer, in situ annealing of it, and the following HT epitaxy are all regarded as essential approaches to the attainment of highquality epilayers. 3 For another wide-bandgap material, ZnO, a large amount of nonequilibrium defects brought by the LT growth process ͑400°C͒ ͑Ref. 4͒ would heavily degrade the quality of the epilayer. Therefore, it is suggested that HT ͑900°C or higher͒ process will benefit the quality of ZnO epilayers grown by the MOCVD method. 5, 6 However, as observed in GaN epilayers on sapphire, 7 mutual diffusion of elements between the epilayer and the substrate commonly occurs during HT operation, e.g., the in situ annealing of buffer layer and the HT epitaxial procedure. The thermal diffusion sometimes leads to the formation of AlN or Al x Ga 1−x N microcrystals along grain boundaries in the GaN buffer layer 8 or a degenerated ultrathin conductive layer at the interface between sapphire and GaN buffer layer by forming point defects ͓O substituting for N ͑O N ͔͒ and N vacancies ͑V N ͒. 9 All these interactions complicate the structure and properties of the interfacial region. As far as ZnO is concerned, strong interfacial reactions are also discovered and investigated, among which a highly conductive layer 10 and the formation of spinel ZnAl 2 O 4 compounds 11 are the two main cases. The observations of Al elements are mainly confined at the interfacial region. In this work, it is demonstrated by secondary-ion mass spectrometry ͑SIMS͒ that considerable amounts of Al atoms originating from thermal diffusion from the sapphire substrate distribute in a wide range and even penetrate into the HT epilayer. That is to say, the diffused Al atoms are not just located in the interfacial region or within the buffer layer, as previous literatures reported. 10, 12 Indeed, sapphire is a commercially used substrate for the growth of ZnO epilayers and the thermally enhanced Al diffusion should bring changes to the electrical properties of ZnO epilayers since Al Zn ͑Al substituting for Zn͒ is always treated as a shallow donor in ZnO and applied to fabricate n-type ZnO epilayers, 13, 14 even ZnO-based transparent conductive oxides. 15 In this work, a direct correspondence is found between the distribution of diffused Al atoms and the a͒ Author to whom correspondence should be addressed; electronic mail: slgu@nju.edu.cn carrier concentration in the ZnO buffer layer and HT epilayers, which indicates that the high background-carrier concentration in those samples originates from the thermally enhanced diffusion of Al atoms from the sapphire substrate.
II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

A. Preparation of samples
Specific samples corresponding to the key growth steps are characterized to investigate the evolution of the properties with growth procedures. Four samples discussed here were grown on c-plane sapphire substrate by the MOCVD system. The detailed growth conditions for the samples are described as follows. First, a ϳ379-nm-thick buffer layer was grown on a sapphire substrate at 445°C for 60 min ͑marked as sample A͒. Here, dimethylzinc ͑DMZn͒ and tertbutanol ͓͑CH 3 ͒C-OH͔ were employed as metal-organic and oxygen precursors, respectively. Second, turning off DMZn and tert-butanol, the substrate temperature of sample A was linearly increased to 1050°C for 5 min using N 2 O as the protective gas and sample B was obtained. Third, using DMZn and N 2 O as the zinc and oxygen precursors, a thin HT layer ͑ϳ21 nm͒ was grown at 1050°C on sample B at a low growth rate for 10 min and sample C was obtained. Finally, using the same precursors and substrate temperature as the third step but modified VI/II ratio and chamber pressure, a ϳ2.87-m-thick HT epilayer was grown on sample C for 120 min at a high growth rate and sample D was obtained.
B. Characterization methods
The crystalline quality was analyzed by high-resolution x-ray diffraction ͑HRXRD͒ ͑Philips X'pert Pro diffractometer equipped with a Cu-ray source, ϳ 0.154 05 nm͒ and atomic-force microscopy ͑AFM͒ ͑Nanoscope IIIa, Digital Instruments, Inc.͒. Mercury-probe capacitance-voltage ͑C-V͒ measurement was carried out at 1 MHz to determine the doping-concentration depth profile. Temperature-dependent ͑TD͒ Hall-effect measurement ͑Keithley Instruments, Inc.͒ was performed to investigate the evolution of electrical properties with the growth process. Time-of-flight SIMS was employed to reveal the depth profile and distribution of the elements.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Surface morphology and crystal structures Figure 1 shows the surface morphology of all samples scanned by AFM at an arbitrary surface region of 5 ϫ 5 m 2 area. It is noted that the average domain size exhibits a pronounced increase from sample A to B probably because the surface molecules dissolve from small unstable ZnO clusters, diffuse along the layer surface, and are eventually attracted by larger and more stable grains during the HT annealing step. 16 Meanwhile, the surface morphology improves significantly, while the surface-roughness rootmean-square ͑rms͒ value decreases from 11.2 to 6.2 nm, as listed in Table I . The subsequent HT growth process is beneficial to the formation of flat surface and large domains due to the high atomic-migration ability on the growing surface provided by thermal energies. As a result, the surfaceroughness rms value further decreases to 5.6 nm. Actually, domain boundaries could hardly be observed in Figs. 1͑c͒ and 1͑d͒ due to the much-smoother surface morphology, indicating that the average domain sizes of samples C and D should be in the range of several microns. Table I also lists some structural parameters retrieved from HRXRD. All samples exhibit highly ͑002͒ preferential orientations parallel to the c axis of the sapphire substrate from the XRD -2 scan ͑not shown͒. The full width at half maximum ͑FWHM͒ values of the ͑002͒ -scan rocking curve monotonously decrease from sample A to D, which indicates that highly improved crystal quality has been achieved on the HT epilayers. Since the coherent length is a commonly used value to characterize the quality of the epilayer, Scherrer's equation 17, 18 is thereby employed to calculate it, ␤ 002 = 2D z cos 002 + in Ќ tan 002 ,
where is the wavelength of the Cu K␣ line, ␤ and denote the FWHM and the angle of the diffraction peaks, respectively, and D z and in Ќ are the calculated value of coherent length and inhomogeneous strain along z axis, respectively. The calculated coherent length increases from sample A to D, which is indicative of the significant improvement of the structural quality. As a result, high crystal quality can be achieved by the HT growth process.
B. Electrical properties
Room-temperature ͑RT͒ Hall-effect measurement shows that sample A is of high resistance with very low carrier mobility ͑ϳ10 −2 cm 2 V −1 s −1 ͒. This could be ascribed to the poor crystal quality and the relatively small domains. In this case, carriers have to keep moving across domain boundaries to make a contribution to the conductivity, which finally results in low mobility. After HT annealing and growth, the carrier mobility of samples B-D increases more than three orders of magnitudes to ϳ10 1 cm 2 V −1 s −1 , showing good accordance with their improved structural quality. However, the carrier concentrations of the samples are all in excess of 10 18 cm −3 , and the value for sample D is close to 10 19 cm −3 . Some donorlike intrinsic defects, such as oxygen vacancies, may contribute to the high background-carrier concentration of ZnO as the HT process will definitely bring large amounts of such defects in ZnO. However, recent calculations show that oxygen vacancies are actually a deep-level donor ͑0.7 eV below the conduction band minimum͒, 19, 20 leading to an ultralow activation rate of free electrons at room temperature. As a result, the measured high carrier concentration in the HT-processed ZnO epilayer cannot be attributable to oxygen vacancies.
C-V measurement is another commonly used characterization method to obtain the depth profile of doping concentration and, consequently, is employed here. The principle relies on the formation of a Schottky barrier at the interface between Hg and the epilayer and the depletion region caused by applied dc bias. Figure 2 shows the doping-concentration depth profile of samples B-D, respectively. The profiles cannot include all the depth range of the epilayers due to the different flatband voltages and depletion depths under the same dc bias for different samples. 21 For sample A, since a highly defective buffer layer grown at low temperature causes high compensation in the epilayer, the small background doping concentration from C-V measurement does not make sense and is not shown here. For sample B, as shown in Fig. 2͑a͒ , the doping concentration increases gradually from the depth of 80-140 nm in the order of several 10 17 cm −3 . However, after 10 min HT epitaxy of the active layer ͑sample C͒, the concentration increases to 10 18 cm −3
from the depth of 20-45 nm. As mentioned in Sec. II, the depth of the active layer is only of ϳ21 nm, so the profile plotted in Fig. 2͑b͒ should still refer to the buffer-layer region just below the active layer. Evidently, the doping concentration in the top surface of the buffer layer increases nearly one order of magnitude from 10 17 to 10 18 cm −3 during 10 min of HT growth. After the 120 min HT epitaxy, the doping concentration is only 10 16 cm −3 from the depth of 250-700 nm, as revealed in Fig. 2͑c͒ , which implies the perfect intrinsic electrical quality in the bulk of the HT epilayer. The C-V analysis at least proves two facts: ͑1͒ the evident influence on the electrical property of the buffer layer by the HT process and ͑2͒ the inhomogeneous conductivity along the growth direction of the samples. The obvious distinction of the obtained carrier or doping concentration between RT Hall and C-V measurements of sample D should relate to these two aspects.
The inhomogeneous conductivity along the epilayer's depth direction has been discovered and studied extensively in GaN and ZnO. 9, 10 The principal viewpoint to interpret the measured high carrier concentration is the formation of a very thin high conductive layer at the epilayer surface and/or the interface of the epilayer and substrate which are ascribed to the adatoms from air 22 and/or the interfacial-reactioncreated layer, 23 respectively. Moreover, temperature dependence of carrier concentration and mobility is a powerful method to deduce and separate each contributing layer. Consequently, we employed TD Hall measurement to analyze Fig. 3 is not the original measured values but has already been subtracted by the contribution from degenerated layers as previous papers did 24 through the two-layer model proposed by Look and Monlar 25 ͑namely, corrected carrier concentration͒. This treatment assumes a very thin accumulation layer with negligible thickness, which is essentially temperature independent, in order to reveal the electrical property in the bulk. It is noted that the corrected carrier concentration of sample D drops several times to 10 18 cm −3 , as compared to the uncorrected concentration ͑close to 10 19 cm −3 ͒ at room temperature, which clearly demonstrates the existence and electrical effect of the degenerated layer. However, the corrected value on sample D does not match with that derived from C-V measurement. Moreover, the values of the corrected concentration of samples B and C do not show obvious changes with the uncorrected ones at room temperature suggesting little influence from the degenerated layer for these two samples. Owing to the fact that the bulk is still not electrically homogeneous and the high conductive layer should be much thicker, the origin of the high conductivity should be identified.
C. Al distribution
In order to reveal the elements' distribution and to clarify further the origin of the thick conductive layer, SIMS has been employed on all the samples. The secondary ion counts of Zn, O, C, H, and Al with depth were recorded to create the profile, as illustrated in Fig. 4 . First, both C and H show an increase of several times at the surface of sample A. The surface accumulation of C and H would affect the conductivity at the surface in GaN and ZnO epilayers grown by MOCVD. 22, 26 The residual carbon in sample A and the full elimination of it in samples B-D demonstrate the effect of HT annealing and growth in suppressing carbon impurities by the MOCVD method. [26] [27] [28] Second, the Al counts increase 
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nearly two orders of magnitude for samples B-D, as compared with sample A, and the Al element counts are detectable ͑10 1 -10 2 counts/ s͒, even up to the surface of the HTprocessed samples. Moreover, large amounts of Al atoms have been widely distributed and even penetrated into the HT epilayer for 2 m from the sapphire/buffer-layer interface in sample D. It has been popularly accepted that the Al elements observed in ZnO epilayers should originate from the sapphire substrate via the thermal-diffusion process. 10, 23 A thin high conductive layer, at the thickness of about 0.2 m, is suggested to form near the interface due to thermally enhanced Al diffusion. 10, 12, 29 However, in the case of sample D, the diffusion has caused a broad distribution of considerable amounts of Al atoms, even extending deeply to the HT epilayer for 2 m. Since Al Zn is always regarded as a shallow donor in the ZnO lattice, it is supposed that the deeply diffused Al atoms may contribute to the thick high conductive layer in sample D.
D. Correlations of diffused Al atoms and electrical properties
In order to elucidate the correlations between diffused Al atoms and electrical properties of the epilayers, the data fitting of TD Hall results is subsequently made to extract the concentrations of the shallow donorlike defects and their corresponding activation energies. The fitting process is based on the multidonor charge balance equation 30 and we adopt the form
where n is the corrected carrier concentration, T is the temperature, g Di = 2 is the donor degeneracy factor of the ith donor, and N C ͑1͒ =2͓m ‫ء‬ k B / ͑2ប 2 ͔͒ 3/2 is the effective density of states in the conduction band at 1 K. N A , N Di , and E Di as fitting parameters denote the total acceptor concentration, the ith donor concentration, and the ith donor-activation energy, respectively. The solid curves in Fig. 3͑a͒ are the fittings of the n ϳ T relationships in Eq. ͑2͒. The extracted parameters are listed in Table II . The first donor of high concentration with approximately 50 meV activation energy is extracted to get a good fitting in the HT region ͓region 1 marked in Fig.  3͑a͔͒ , while the second donor of low concentration with low activation energy ͑Ͻ10 meV͒ is required to fit the LT region ͓region 2 marked in Fig. 3͑a͔͒ well. The value of N D1 increases nearly four times from sample B to C, whereas almost invariant N D2 is obtained simultaneously.
Since thermal energy is the driving force of the diffusion, the total amount of diffused Al atoms should increase with the duration of high temperature, which is confirmed by the increasing propensity of the quantity of D1 from sample B to D. Besides, Meyer et al. 31 calculated the activation energy of the donorlike defect Al Zn to be ϳ50 meV via TD photoluminescence. Upon the utilization of the fitting value of the activation energy of D1, we thereby assign D1 to Al Zn donors. In addition, from Fig. 4 , the counts of H along the depth do not vary after HT annealing and growth; i.e., H homogeneously distributes along the z direction, so H should not be responsible for the electrical distinction revealed by C-V measurement.
Coming back to Fig. 2͑a͒ , the positive slope of doping concentration should relate to the gradient distribution of diffused Al atoms when substrate temperature linearly increased from 445 to 1050°C during which Al atoms begin to diffuse from sapphire into the buffer layer. By considering the doping-concentration distribution in Fig. 2͑a͒ , an increasing trend of the Al profile can be observed in the corresponding depth range ͑from 80 to 140 nm͒ in Fig. 4͑b͒ . The subsequent 10 min growth at 1050°C causes significant diffusion of Al atoms from sapphire substrate, resulting in a much flatter distribution of Al atoms in the buffer layer, as shown in Fig. 4͑c͒ . A similar trend can be observed from the doping-concentration profile in the depth range of 20-45 nm, as shown in Fig. 2͑b͒ . The epitaxy lasts for 2 h at 1050°C and Al atoms maintain diffusing into the buffer layer as well as the HT epilayer, leading to a broad distribution of Al atoms in sample D, as shown in Fig. 4͑d͒ . As mentioned before, the good intrinsic property realized from 250 to 700 nm of sample D from C-V measurements comes from the high-quality top-surface region, where the contents of diffused Al atoms are almost negligible. The slightly increasing Al counts in Fig. 4͑d͒ are consistent with the small positive slope ͑1.2ϫ 10 16 cm −3 m −1 ͒ in Fig. 2͑c͒ . Figure 5 shows the relationship of the averaged Al counts from SIMS versus the averaged doping concentration from C-V measurement according to the data obtained at the respective depth of samples B-D. The relationship between the Al profile and the doping concentration provides direct evidence of the pronounced effect of thermally diffused Al atoms on modifying the electrical property of the epilayers.
Until now, we have not assigned the D2 extracted from TD Hall fitting. Previous works 30, 32 all introduced this kind of shallow donor with similar activation energies to get a perfect fitting without exceptions. Tentatively, the origin is Fig. 3͑a͒ decreases from sample B to D, which corresponds with the improvement of the structural quality. The small activation energy of D2 suggests that some intrinsic donors, such as interstitial zinc ͑Zn i ͒, may be responsible for it. 33 By using the fitting parameters in Table II , we estimate the relative percentage of D1 and D2 that contribute to the bulk total conductivity. The proportion from D2 decreases, while the one from D1 increases from sample B to D. It is easy to understand the reason why D2 decreases as the crystal quality improves with less intrinsic defects existing from sample B to D. At the same time, the increased proportion of D1 accords well with the total quantity of diffused Al elements, which supports the assignment of D1 to Al Zn donors in sample D.
Moreover, the measured mobility values also show different behaviors. It can be seen from Fig. 3͑b͒ that the carrier mobility of sample D increases first to 120 K and then decreases from 120 to 300 K, while for samples B and C, it does not exhibit an obvious decrease until room temperature. This can also be explained well by considering the effect of diffused Al atoms. As shown in AFM, the average domain sizes of samples B-D are all larger than 1 m, so we can ignore the scattering from domain boundaries. A similar treatment has been previously applied on the samples with smaller domains. 30 As a result, we employ the classical theory of carrier mobility here, in which scattering from ionized impurity ͑ ii ͒ and optical/acoustic phonons ͑ p ͒ are considered. 34 Their variation with temperature is totally different:
ii ϰ T 3/2 while p ϰ T −3/2 ͑acoustic͒ or ϰ͓exp͑ប / k B T͒ −1͔ ͑optical͒. For samples B and C, the carrier mobility shows a monotonous increase with increasing temperature, indicating that the scattering from ionized impurities is the dominant mechanism in these samples. In addition, the measured mobility is lower in all temperature ranges for sample C because the concentration of Al Zn donors in sample C is larger than that in sample B. While for sample D, not a single scattering mechanism is fully responsible for the measured mobility. As shown in Fig. 4͑d͒ , sample D consists of two layers: a high-quality intrinsic layer on top and a highly Al-doped layer that is buried. At the LT region, the free carriers from the highly Al-doped ZnO layer are frozen and the high-quality intrinsic top layer should dominate the transportation. As the concentration of ionized impurities in this intrinsic layer is the lowest, the measured mobility at the LT region is highest among the three samples, as shown in Fig. 3͑b͒ . When measuring temperature increases, the thermal energy may activate the frozen Al Zn donors in the highly Al-doped sub-buried layer, which dominates the electrical transportation at room temperature. Determined from the fitting parameters, as shown in Table II , sample D shows a little lowered average Al concentration, as compared with sample C. However, if the contribution from the intrinsic layer is subtracted from the transportation, the Al concentration of the highly Al-doped layer should be higher than that of sample C, leading to the lowest mobility of sample D at room temperature.
Al diffusion behavior might become a big barrier to realize low electron-background concentration in ZnO epilayers grown or processed at high temperature on sapphire. Some researchers suggest the use of other substrates or different buffer layers to prevent Al diffusion. 15, 35 However, these methods would also cause other problems, such as fabrication cost and lattice mismatch. Moreover, researchers have also observed the formation of a zinc-aluminate interfacial crystalline layer at the sapphire/buffer-layer interface region, 36 which is probably formed by the reaction: ZnO +Al 2 O 3 → ZnAl 2 O 4 . The conductivity of this layer is controversial, 35, 36 but one fact is definite: ZnAl 2 O 4 can coexist with Al-doped ZnO in the pseudobinary system of ZnO-Al 2 O 3 under an equilibrium state. In other words, Al concentration in this region may be close to the solubility limit in ZnO. Therefore, the Al concentration in the vicinity of the buffer-layer/sapphire interface can maintain a high value, making the diffusion process similar to constantsource diffusion and, consequently, inducing the diffusion of Al atoms deep into the HT epilayer.
IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
HT process is a critical factor to grow high-quality ZnO epilayers by the MOCVD method. The evolution of the electrical properties of the HT ZnO epilayers, however, reveals that the HT process has resulted in high background electron concentration in it from Hall-effect measurement, which is ascribed to a much thicker layer with high carrier concentration formed in the HT epitaxial ZnO. HT-induced significant high concentration and widely distributed Al atoms have also been observed in the HT ZnO epilayers. As substituted Al atoms on Zn site act as donors in ZnO, the one-to-one correspondence between Al content and the carrier concentration, as well as the analysis of TD Hall-effect measurement, indicates that the high background-carrier concentration in the HT-grown ZnO epilayers should originate from the thermal-diffusion-induced gradient-distributed Al Zn shallow donors. 
